Abstract -
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle size is one of the most important physical properties of solids, which are used in many fields of human activity, such as construction, waste management, metallurgy, fuel fabrication, etc. The aggregation of fine particles and colloids into larger assemblages is a process that resulting aggregates that form are known as 'flocculation' which are described as being highly porous, irregularly structured and loosely connected aggregates composed of smaller primary particles [1] . Once the solid particles are produced, they may be separated from water using sedimentation, flotation, filtration and thickening techniques [2] . The physical characteristics of floc are therefore fundamental in determining their removal efficiency. For example, large compact flocs have a high settling rate that results in a treated water of low turbidity during settlement [3] , whilst large and porous flocs aid filtration due to high permeability [4] . A number of methods aimed at determining Particle Size Distribution (PSD) (i.e., sieving, cycloning, microscopy, etc.), where sieving are the known as the most common method due to its simplicity, which have been described in the literature [5] . There are several analysis techniques, both mathematical models GGS and RR distribution has widely used to study the PSD of solids, which have been applied to a cork granulate sample. However, based on literature [6-9], RR model were used to provide excellent results when applied to the sample of agglomerate cork studied, which leads to a more accurate separation of the different particle sizes to a better industrial profit of the material. Hence, with analysis technique were used will depend on the ultimate goal of the characterization. The aim of this study is to obtain the distribution F(d) (mass fraction) and density f(d) functions (number of particles binned between two given mesh sizes) of a Barium Hexaferrite particles by applying the RR distribution of mathematical models to the PSD data obtained by sieving through different size meshes [10] . The results of PSD analysis can be expressed according to the particle diameter indicating the nominal mesh sizes, or by particle size distribution, in grams, in percentage by weight of each fraction (differential distribution, as the cumulative percentage of sizes below a given value, undersize, and as the cumulative percentage of size above a given value, oversize) [11] . In this experiment, settling techniques was used to perform the gravity sedimentation. This technique is one of sedimentation method to determine floc structural characteristics, which takes on an extra relevance because the settling behavior of aggregates is an important parameter for optimizing the sedimentation process. Floc settling behavior is dependent upon size, effective density and porosity [11] . Settling velocity has several advantages such as measuring fractals of compact flocs, cheap and simple method, and also good for aggregates particles which made from a number of different primary particles [12] . Turbidity measurement was conducted and to observed the sedimentation as theoretically with larger particle size will yields a lower turbidity value.
II. METHODOLOGY
Bulk green-body barium hexaferrite from PT. Neomax, Cilegon were used as in the form of powder. A 100 gram of bulk barium hexaferrite was which was firstly grinded by using mortar and sieves using standard sieves of known apertures with different mesh size from 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 400 meshes. To determine the particle distribution of barium hexaferrite by using mathematical RR model distribution. The function F(d) is particularly suited to represent powders made by grinding, milling, and crushing operations [13] . The general expression of the RR model is given by:
Where, F(d) is a distribution function, d particle size (diameter of spherical particles) in µm, l is mean particle size (µm), and m is the measured of the spread of particle sizes. Parameters l and m are adjustable parameters characteristic for the distribution. Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:
By using the RR mathematical model for particle size distribution, a plot of the first term of Eq. 2, indicating the applicability of RR model for particle size distribution curve. For the regression analysis method of least squares is also frequently used to estimate the data point between two mesh sieves size. The correlation coefficient is used as a parameter indicating the relevance of the measured data set. The density function in RR mathematics model will be:
Particle size distribution analysis was done by plotting the graph of cumulative % passing, distribution function and density function against particle size using equation (1) and (3), whereas for the fitting to RR model by using equation (2) . From the grinded powder Barium Hexaferrite and filtered using mesh sieves and each of which passing powder (undersize) through sieves were then weight to calculate the density of the powder using pycnometer with ethanol (medium) and the others mixed in the toluene (medium) as dispersant to calculate bulk density of powder and settling velocity as well as particle flow through the medium, respectively. To determine the behavior of particle settling velocity in a medium were used sedimentation method (gravity sedimentation). A mathematical model was used to explain the phenomena of gravity sedimentation by using Stokes law and also Reynolds number can be obtained. Settling velocity can be applicable for spherical particles (assumed) falling through a medium not particle that could react to the medium.
To estimate the true value of terminal velocity, V T , thus drag force must be taken account. For spherical particle under streamline condition (also known as laminar or Newtonian conditions), Stokes has determined drag force, F D = 6πrµV T . The ratio of inertia force divided by viscous force is known as Reynolds number (Re). The streamline condition can be determined when the fluid flowing past the streamline (laminar), Re<2100, transitional stage with Re between 2100 and 4000 but when the flow is turbulent Re is greater than 4000. During settling of a particle under streamline condition, force acting on the particle due to gravitational acceleration is given by: mg=V(ρ s -ρ f )g, where V is the volume of spherical particles. In practice it is difficult to ascertain whether the flow past a falling particle is streamline or turbulent. Considering projected area, A, of a particle falling freely as F D as total drag force on particle, where constant k is a function of the shape of the particle and ρ s is the density of the Barium hexaferrite powder, shown as: 
